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PREFACE

ISSUES AND TRENDS IN EDUCATION:

SOME OBSERVATIONS AND REFLECTIONS

A. Harry Passow
Jacob_H; Schiff Professor of Edtdation
Teachers College, ColUtibia UniVersity

The Reform Movement

_In April 1983, the publication of the report of_the NationaI_Commission on
Ekdellende in Education (1983) titled A Nation at Risk: The Imrative=for
Edudatidnal Reform began what has become known as "The_Year of the Educational
RefOrit Reports." A publication of the Education Commission of the States
(1983) observed:

Hardly a month has passed without the release of a major report by a
prestigious group of_citizens_concerned about the nature Of Merl:can
education; And sprinkled between the major releases_have been dOzens
of state task force reports;_interim studies and artidled abdUt -School
renewal; effective schools, business7school partnerships or ways to
meet the educational needs of a rapidly changing society. (p. 1)

A year later, a United States Department of Education publication titled
TheNalion_Responds-:-Recent Efforts-to Improve Education opened with the
observation that: "During that year [1983], deep public concern about the
nation's future created a tidal wave of school reform which promises to renew
American education. Citizens, perplexed about social, civic, and economic
difficultied, turned to education as an anchor of hope for the future of their
Nation and their children" (p. 11). By May 1984, the Education dommission of
the States counted at least 275 state-level task forces working on some aspect
of school reform with governors, legislators and state education departments
vying for leadership. The_report noted that the comprehensive nature of the
reform proposals gave promise for "significant long-lasting change." The
reform efforts, the report noted, were "not narrow in origin, focus, Support
or goals" with task forces including "citizens, parents, StudentS, teachers,
administrators, business and community leaders, and elected and appointed
public officials" (p. 15). It is doubtful that America's schools had ever been
the focus of such widespread, intensive efforts to reform them, not even in
the post-Sputnik era which was labeled "The Era.of Curriculum Innovation."

While the fltiod_of reports_has tapered off somewhat; some are still being
released; For example;_during 1986; two reports were issued; both concerned
With the reforti of teacher education and the teaching profession; _One_was a
report froth_a Consortium called the Holmes Group (1986) titled Tommorraws
Teadhera; Which covered teachers as both_a butt of criticism and the best hope
for reform. The other was prepared by the Carnegie_Forum on Education and the_
Economy (1986): A Nation Prepared: Teachers_for_t.hestentury. The Carnegie
Forum underscored a theme which was central in A_Nationat_Riak: the relation-
ship of education to the economy.
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In ;agust 1986, The National Governors' Association's Center for_Policy
Research and Analysis (1986) issued Time for Results: Ite_Gbaernors! 4994-RemES
on_Eduz..a_tion. Continuing a central theme from A Nation_at-Risk, the governors
argued: "Better Achools mean better jobs. Unless states face these questions,
Americans won't keep our high standard of living; To meet stiff competition
from workers in the rest of the world, we must educate ourselves and our children
as we_never have before" (p. 2). A former U.S. Commissioner of Education,
Harold Howe II pl.-t it this way: "Frustration over the diminiShing capacity of
the U.S. to compete in worldwide markets has awakened new interest in the old
idea that the quality of human resources is a key element in the efficiency of
the nation's economy (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1933,
p. 168).

The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) listed 13
"education dimensions of risk," including poor achievement test scores, declines
in both the enrollments and achieVement in mathematics and_science, high costs
incurred by_business and the military for remedial and training programs,
unacceptable levels of functional illiteracy found among both children and
adults, failure of half the population of gifted students to match achievement
with their tested ability, and poor performance by American students on cross-
national achievement tests.

The National Governors' Association (1986) expressed its concerns about
education by aSking and answering what the report caIls_6seven of the toughest
questions that can be asked about education in the tIS;A;, questiOnS which must
be answered if there are to be better schools" 2). Thede "tough questions"
were as follows:

Why not pay teachers more for_teaehing_toell?
What can be done to attract, tra±n, and reward excellent school leaders?
Why_not let parents thoose the dohools their children attend?
Aren't there ways tO help poor Children with weak preparation succeed
in school?

Why are_expeneive_school buildings closed_half the year when_chiIdren
are behind in their StUdies and many classrooms are overcrowded?
Why shouldn't Adhobls use the newest technologies for_learning?
How much ate college students really learning? (p. 2)

Other questions also come to mind as one reads 21me-for Rettlte (National
Governors' Conference,_1986): Are these the right questiOnd that should be
asked about education and schooling today?_ Are they the Meet iMportant issues
to address and resolve? Is the involvement Of goverhord and legislators in
shaping_the_direction and nature_of sehool refordi prOmiiiing or worrisome_for
our schools?_ It_is interesting tO refledt On the GOVernoris questions when__
juxtaposed_with_the iSSUed and trendt identified in the following chapters by
the ERIC Clearinghouses; _What felloWS Ate some observations and reflections
on the trends and issuee froth ond vieWpoint.

4
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American Society and Schooling

In TiMO -fdr-Results Governor Alexander comments on

how huge changes in the structure of Americai_ its families and popula-
tiont make our crusade for better schools even harder.In 1985,Jtet
7 percent of our households had a working father, a mother who stayed
home; and two or more children. Of all the children born in 1983, 50_
percent will live with one_parent before reaching age 18. _We_are told
that by the year 2000, approximately one-third_of_our population_ will
be "minority:" Already more than half the students in many of the
nation's largest public schools are nont,thite,_and this percentage is
certain to increase (National Governors' Association, p. 6).

These_changes; plus a variety of other social, political; healthj cultural,
economic, and other factors, clearly impinge on education and schooling, but
the proposals for school reform seem hardly to take cognizance of them.

In some ways, however, the changes taking place_with respect to youth and
adolescents are even_more striking for their impact on education and schooling;
A recent report noted that each year more_than a million teenagers become
pregnant, 4000000 of them end their_pregnancies by abortion, and "a U.S. teen=
ager under age 15 is five times more likely to give birth than her peers in any
other developed nation studied by the panel" (Viadero, 1986; p. 16);

Although adolescent drug and alcohol abuse seems to have levelled Off
somewhat; it is still a significant part of the epidemic which exists in American
society at large and which has triggered a panid-like response from the federal
government on down. In 1986; measures fOr dealing With controlled substance
abuse was a major campaign issue.

Teen-age suicides continue to rise.

The dropout problem has not diminished and continues at an alarming rate.
Moreover,_the dropout rate is especially_high_among minorities and the impover-
ithed, and the personal, economic and social consequences of dropping out of_
school are disproportionately felt by those groups; The unemployment rate of
dropoutsi for instancei is three times that of high school graduates.

While literature, studies; and debate on these problem_areas grow and
intensify, the poor showing of American_students on_standardized achievement
tests and in comparisons with other nations is constantly recalled and every
instance of bottoming out or levelling off_is cited hopefully. Functional
illiteracy--defined in different_ ways--is found among children and adults at
rates which are considerably_high for_an_industralized nation. The high rates
of illiteracy are not limited_to new immigrants with limited English ability
but appIy_to native born_AMericans as well. Finally; the educational gap
between advantaged_and disadvantaged (i.e.; racial and ethnic minorities and
the poor) had hot been narrowed despite concentrated efforts.

5
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The Nature of School Reform

Somehow educators and the public seem not to be able to recognize the
interconnectedness of these and other data. Nor are we able to arrive at
consensus on what the goals and purposes of education in America should be, or
what the appropriate functions of schooling are. The goals of education cited
by the respondents of surveys taken by some of the authors of school reform
reports tend to be broad and encompassing--"We want it all," both Gcodlad (1983)
and Boyer (1983) reported. Goodlad (1983) found that parents, teachers and
students "see aa important all four of those goal areas [intellectual, personal,
vocational and social] which have emerged over the centuries and Which had
become well establidhed in the rhetoric of educational expectations for Schools
decades before the 1970s" (p. 38). But, there are significant differences in
the interpretation of what implementation of these goals meant at the building,
district, state, and federal levels, especially with respect to the personal and
Social goals.

In the pursuit of excellence in our schools, setting higher requirements
for graduation from high school, having students take more of the basic subjects
such as mathematics and science, eliminating "soft" subjects, testing more
frequently, lengthening the_school day and school year are among the recommenda-
tions for achieving higher leVels of aciAdemic performance; What caught the
attention of the Governors' ASsociation and involved them in the efforts to
reform schools wag the threat to the jobs of their constituencies; What GoVernor
Alexander and his colleagues observed when they went to the Far East was
"children who learn mord languages and go to school more days than our children.
In Korea, we see people in one of the most literate nations working Seven days a
week for $3,000 a Year. Even in the poorest parts of China, We find children
studying Englith" (p. 5). There are those who argue that there are economic,
cultural, political and other factors as well as educational Syttems that
account for the international trade deficit and the problema of competing with
the Japanese, Koreans, Taiwanese and other Asian economies, but the poor showing
of American students on the international academic Sweepstakes are still cited
significant cause for the trade gaps.

American society has undergone and continues to undergo drastic changes
which affect schools and the schooling process. At the same time, American
schools have undergone and continue to undergo drastic changes which affect
the processes of schooling. The California Commission for_Reform of Intermediate
and Secondary Education (1975) commented then that "schools everywhere reflect a
troubled society and a troubled youth" and that adolescents were "more mature
physically and more award of the world around them" (p. x);

There have been profound changes in the students; the families and
communities from which they come, and the schools which they.attend. These
changes include those in the authority, power, Interpersonal and professional
relationships as well as the instructional. processes. The perception of schools
and schooling on the part of students and their parents has changed as well.
Adveraarial relationships between students and faculty, between faculty and
adminittration, between schools and parents/communities have increased and
the cooperative efforts have changed.
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The Changing School

While there it debate concerning the accuracy of the depiction, Sizer's
AStudy_ofIiigh-Schocls (1984) portrays a school which is very different from
the one Conant (1959) described in his Study of _the_Americam HiVIE021. Sizer
deScribea a deal or compromise made by teachers and students that they_will
not hassle each other so that the school will be an undemanding and calm place.
In the companion volume, Powell, Farrar, and Cehen (1985) use the metaphor of
the high school as a shopping mall, a place where a large and varied student
body is kept happy by a variety of educational opportunities which provide
"something for everybody." The contrasts between the high tchoold Conant and
his staff observed, schools in which students and teachers studied and taught in
orderly classrooms, and those Sizer and his Staff depicted are sharp and suggest
different roles, functions, and relationships for all of the participants in
today's schools.

For the past 15 years or so, school discipline has been at the top of the
concerns of parents and school stafft. School violence and vandalism, absenteeism
and truantism, rampant clatt cutting have been part of the secondary education
scene to an extent which Vas unthinkable two decades or so ago. In some school
systems, security guardt are part of the "normal" scene. As Passow (1984)
observed: "Some high Schoola are depicted as restricted prison-like communities;
others as War zoned in Which a truce has been declared between students and
teachers; and still others as thriving, living communities in which real learning
flourithes. Of course, schools are all of these and more" (p. 92).

Whether or not Sizer's notion that teachers and students have to compromise
in order to survive is accurate, there is no question that teachers and the
teaching profession have changed in the past few decades. The emergence of
what is sometimes described_as "teacher militancy" With the growth of collective
oargaining agreements has altered relationahipt among teachers, administrators,
>Dards of education, and communities. Other factors, such as the women's
povement, have resulted in changes in who gods into teaching and who remains.
linority teachers whose numbers were increasing have recently been decreasing
tO a point where they are a vanishing breed in many states.

Although America has Always been "a nation of immigrants, particularly
since World War II, a variety of national, ethnic, and cultural groups have
;Welled the immigrant ranks and filled the classrooms; Language and cultural
liverdity hat increased, especially as minority groups have become more sensitiVe

their own cultural heritage and native languages. In addition to the flow of
mmigrants--both legal and illegal--there continue to be significant population
thifts from rural to urban areas, from urban to suburban areas, from the south
:o the northeast and west, from the snowbelt to the sunbelt Which have all
asulted in more heterogeneous and diverse populations into What Were once
:onsidered relatively heterogeneous neighborhoods and Schools.

The Policy Analysis for California Education group (PACE, 1985) predicts
hat by 1990, minority cnrollment in K-12 will be greater than 50 percent
esuIting in a "majerity of minoritied." Almost of a quarter of California's
- to 17-year olds now speak a language other than English at home; students
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with limited English_proficiency, Speaking 41 different primary languages,
already comprise 11.9 percent of the K-12 population (p. 1). While most
other statee are affected less by their immigrant population than is California
where an estimated 25 percent of the nation's immigrants are currently settled,
the data remind us that the schools, their pupil populations, the communities in
which they operate, and the society which they serve are_different from those of
a generation er two ago in many respects. Educational planners, researchert,
and practitioners cannot ignore these changes.

Observations and Reflections on Trends and ISSildS

It is in this context of a_changing school and Society that education
trends and issues must be considered. Many important educational issues must
hoe thought about in terms of the current and emerging contexts. The observations
and reflections which folloW are prompted by the trends and issues presented by
the EAIC directors and associatet in the papers in the following chapters.

The-Dilemmas of Equity and Excellence

Among other reform bodies, the National Commission on Excellence in
Education (1983) asserted its belief that a commitment to educational excellence
"must not be made at the expense of a strong commitment to the equitable treat-
ment of our diverse population. The twin goals of equity and high-quality
schooling have profound and practical meaning for economy and our society, and
we cannot permit one to yield to the other either in principle or practice"
(p. 13).

In the attainment of these twin goalsi_a_number tif itduet &kite. The
concepts, both ideological and pragmaticfl_Of "UnifOrMity" and "diversity" are_
especially prominent. Basically, the Schism is betWeen those who believe that
there is a common body of knoWledge and Akille to be transmitted to all through
a common curriculum, and thote Who believe in differentiated curricula and
groupings tc, provide for the individual differences which exist among students;
Arguing for the firtt potition, Adler (1982) states: "To give the same quality
of schooling to all requires a program of study that is both liberal and general,
and that is, in several, crucial, overarching respects, one and the same for
every child. All sidetracks, specialized courses, or elective choices must be
eliminated" (p. 21). Others argue as strongly for the second position, atserting
that all aspects of the educational process--goals, curricula, instructional
strategies, staff, resources, grouping, -nd evaluation==must be differentiated
to provide for the individual needs of soidents.

The dilemmas raised are ones with_whiCh edUdatert haVe long grappled: do
equity:and excellence mean exposing all StUdente te the Same content? Should
there be common standard8 or only miniMuM Standards beyond which individuals

_

are_free to_go? DO We differentiate inttruCtionally and provide for diversifi-
cation=-or_is any kind of differentiation to be avoided? Does equality of
educational opportunity mean only equal access to knowledge or equal acquisition
of the Same knoWledge/
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One of the main themes found in the school reform activities of the states
has been that of higher and more rigorouS standards for students. Almost all
of the states have raised the requirements for graduation from high school,
increasing the number 0f academic courses students must take and reducing the
electives and options available. Will mandating higher standards and assessing
their attainment result in greater excellence or will it contribute to greater
inequity if minority and poor students fail to meet the higher standards? What
concept of excellence should guide educators and society?

Early-ChildhO6d and Elementary Education

Since the 19600 when Head Start and a variety of other pre=school and early
childhood programs came into being to provide compengatory education for the
disadvantaged, the education of young children hag flourished, but not without
controversy. Studies of provisions for early childhood education over the
past 20-plus years have not fully resolved the question of whether early
intervention is effective; Considerable data are available concerning the
lasting effects of compensatory education progamt for young children, but the
findings are interpreted in different Ways and are not considered convincing
by critics of such programa. Part of the controversy stems from the tremendous
diversity in the quality of_Such programs and from thl differences in the
purposes and programs proVided.

Nevertheless, pre=ddhool and early_childhood programs continue to proliferate.
The trends toward the d6WhWard extension of programs for pre-schoolers (mainly
four-year_Olds) and the growth of publicly supported allday kindergarten
programs have.raised a number of issues. One issue has tO do with the benefits
and dangers of such_programs--whether youngsters are reelly helped or hurt by
such programs in terms of their cognitive, effective_end physical growth and
development. Another set of issues has_to_do with the_ nature of guch_programs77-
what are appropriate_goals for preschool oducatibh? There seems to be consensus
that_preschool.and early childhood ptogrebid Shonld not be downward_extensions of
elementary education._ Should the ourrionlnrn be academically, .affectively,_
therapeutically_or otherwige Oriented? Now structured should the program be?
Some_early_childhood ednostort tiro that a major, if_not primary purpose_of
early childhood education it td deVelop the skills and attitudes to become a_
stdent_or learner--i.e., the program should stress meta7cognition and learning-
how-to-learn skills plus positive attitudes toward learning.

One of the mord interesting trends of recent years is_a questioning_Of
pre7school education on the_basis that young children are_being pressured too
early and pushed too fast_academically. _Clearly young children have different
needs: some require basic experiences to prepere_them for mord formal schooling
while others are ready for enrichment; Overall,_the teeter-oh ard evaluation
data tend to_support.the importance of appropriate learning opportunities for
young children, especially those who are disadvantaged And considered at-risk.

As has happened in the past, reform reports tend to foous on_secondary
education asithe institution neediaT"dreStio dhan4e." However, from time to
time as criticisms arise_regarding the inability of students to read, write,
and spell.; to master mathematic:3 and Science; to think critically; and to

9
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perform satisfaCtOrily in generali_eIementary education ala0 Odiede Under
scrutiny.- In September 1986, Secretary_of_Education Bennett issued First
Lessons-:A-BrepOrt on Elementary EducationinAmericS (1985), A document which
he described ati_the first major_nationaI report_on_elementary education_since
1953. Some readers of_First Lessons were surpriadd yet pleased by Bennett's
conclusion_that "American elementary education is not menaced by_a_!rising
tide of mediocrity.!_ It is, overall, in pretty good shape. _By some measures,
elementary schools are doing better nOtit_than they have in years. Yet elemen-
tary education in the United Stateg Ootld be better still" (p. 1).

Bennett recommends that eleMentary schools develop a well-defined_set of
curricular goals and use the whole otkriculum_for teaching all students_to read
and write; provide_handS=On adiende experiences; teach_students civiC,_hiatorioal,
geographic, and caltUral literacy through social studies prograMa beadd on
history, geography, and -civics; provide instruction in the_artt_ad integral
parts of the proqram; enable students to grasp the uses and:lib:it:4 of Oomputers;
and inClude instruction in health and physical education. _NW:6 of these
recommendatiOns are Very different or controversial; Mir id_his advocacy of a
strong "reciprodal relationship" between parents, who_are "children's first and
moot influential teachers," and the schools, recognizing_that "we face large
changes in_the structure of the families in which our children are raised"
(p. 8). The controversy over Bennett's_ report centers on his proposals for the
development of character and moralityvhiS doidmitment to phonics in the teaching
of reading; his proposal that social dtUdiet, not social science be taught; and
some of his suggestions for enlarging tOtal instructional time. Among his
suggestions for enlarging_the tOtal instructional program. Bennett proposes that
schbols set priorities end permit patents to choose among them:

Schools need not all &Satiable the curriculum into identical paOkageS
or give precisely the game weight to every element; So long ad a
minimum "core" id teUght by every_school in the district, whO fiOt
encourage_diVersification and_specialization, much as "Magnet_edhool"
programs do_today, and then permit parents to select the_CUrridular
emphases and instructional strategies they favor for their chidren.
(p. 41)

Bennett's discussion of elementary school professionals--the_principai and
the teachers--seems to concur with the reCOmmendations of other reports that
teachers be invoIved_in significant_aread Of decision making. _One_of his
Study_Group members_is_quoted in thia regard; Teaching_haa many of the same
cheracteristics._as_other profeseiOnit inoluding mastery of a body of knowledge.
Yet it ie ienied important rightS and reepOnsibilitiesi_such_as_setting its
oil standards_for judging_perfOrManct. We tall teachers what they should do,
rather than listening t0 define What needs to be done"_(p. 47);_ There_ia
little argument that "eleMentary schools are not established_simply to prOVide
protective custOdy for Children" (p. 53); that schools must develop_atUdent
self-discipline; or that textbooks must be tools_for_Iearning, fidt "a dumping
ground for factt" (p. 62). Bennett concludes that "if_our cOmMUnitied_deMand
excellence as a goal in their elomentery schools, and_if principalt and teachers
ore giv.en the necessary resources and profesrional autonomy. excellence will
reeult" (p. 65). In sum, the Secretary of Education's verdict on elementary

10
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education is that we have the will a d the imagination to make elementary
schools even better.

When the National Assessment of Educational Progress (1986) recently
reported on how poorly American children write, there was a clamor for the
schools to start doing better. While the elementary schools may not receive the
same kind of overall attention given to secondary schools, colleges and univer-
sities, elements of their programs are continually critiqued and the focus calls
for change so that we can compete with other nations. There may even be calls
for change because significant segments of our pupil populations are not being
served as well as they might--such as the disadvantaged at-risk children, the
handicapped, the gifted; or areas of their education are not being attended
to--such aa their affective development.

In this_connection,_well over 80 percent of Chapter I programs are focused
on early childhood and elementary education. Controversy continues regarding
the nature of students who participate and the basis for selection--should
student selection be based on poverty or low achievement or both? Since a
majority of programs are aimed at improving the basic skills areas of reading
and mathematics, which curriculum and instructional strategies are most effective
With which pupils under which circumstances? Should compensatory education be
aimed at remediation or development or both? How shall compensatory actiwitiet
be integrated with regular instructional activities? How shall schools deal
with the issues surrounding bilingual education, including instruction in the
child's native language and those with limited or no English? Is there value in
teaching concepual and thinking skills as separate areas of study? Are there
cognitive strategy training models which are appropriate for disadvantaged
students? To what extent and in what ways should individual diversity--cultural,
gender, or economic differences among students--be taken into account in
designing instruction for them? Are we putting disadvantaged children at
further disadvantage by labeling them as such and placing them in special
educational programs? What kinds of programs and services will provide for the
affective development of disadvantaged students? Millions of disadvantaged
children and youth are in need of compensatory educational services and probably
fewer than one-half are involved in Chapter 1 programs; how can all of the
students who need assistance be provided with it whether or not supported by
federal aid? Closing the gap between the advantaged and the disadvantaged
remains one of American education's greatest challenges, and while research and
experiences have provided considerable insights and understandings regarding the
nature of appropriate compensatory education, the entire field it Subject to a
great many controversies.

Areas

For educators, a_perennial curriculum issue involves questions of what
should be taught to Whom; when' how, under what circumstances; using which
materials and resources; and how should it be organized and evaluated. For
alMost a_centuryi beginning with the report_of Committee on Secondary School
Studies (better known as the Committee of Ten) in 1893, there have been reports
regarding the curriculum. Sometimes these reports have dealt with the carriculum
in terms of specific subjects or courses, and sometimes these reports have dealt

ii
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with the more general_questions_of_curriculum contenti scope, sequence, and
integration; The Committee of Ten's report covered the overall secondary school
programi proposing_ten units of constants and six of electives; The Committee's
nine subject area subcommitteeS spelled out in detail_what was to_be taught;
when_ to_begin, how_Oftent and for how long. _Thus taken as_a_wholei_the report
of _the_COmmittee_Of Ten dealt with the overall program as well _as the substante
and methods of the nine edbject areas which could be part of it;

In the:early 1950s, with Arthur_Bestor's Educational_Wastelands_(1953) in
the vanguard, there was a call_for abandoning_"life adjustment" and "progressive,'
edUcation and a return to_basic academic_disciplines and sySteMatid intelleetual
training. The launching_of Sputnik_inOctober 1957 resulted in a dedade that _

was called "The Era of Curriculum Innovation,"_during_Which there were calls not
only for students to take more_mathematics, science, fOteigh languages and other
subjectsi but for the development of courses_beeed on the structures of the
disciplines with a concern for_inquiry training as well. A concern for the__
disadvantaged and_passage of_the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
led to major efforts in curriculum And instructional materials development,___
especially in the area of reading and mathematics at the elementary school level.

Then, in the_1970's, COntrOVersy over "curriculum relevance" resulted in
the development of alternative_and optional curricula, a far cry from the
recommendatiOns_Of a_dedade before._ As one national committee put it: "EVery
adeldetent dhould, with proper guidance, be abIe to select those forad Of
SChoOling end learning most congenial to his basic learning style, philosophical
orientation, and tastes" (Brown, 1973, pp. 99-100);

When the flood of reports appeared in 1983-84, most had A good deal to say
about strengthening the curriculum in the sense of courses or a program. The
National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) complained that: "Secondary
school curricular have been homogenized, diluted, and diffused to the point that
they no longer have a central purpose. In effect, we have a caleteria-style
curriculum in which the appetizers and desserts can easily be mistaken for the
main course" (p. 18). The Commiteion's recommendation was that aIl students be
required to take Five NeW BaSice which form "the core of the modern curriculum"
and consist of four years of English, three years of mathematics, three year& of
science, three years of social studies, and one-half year of computerficience.
College=bound high school students were urged to take two years of a foreign
language in addition to those taken in the earlier grades. Since ite report
devoted only a short paragraph to what each of the subject artist Should equip
graduates to do, the matter of curriculum content and organization are barely
touched. In addition, the Commission urged that the "high school curriculum
should also provide students with programs requiring rigorous effort in subjects
that advance student's personal, educational, and occupational goals, such as
fine and performing arts and vocational education. These areas complement the
New Basics, and they should demand the same level of performance as the Basics"
(p. 26). Since the NeW Basict occupy 13.5-15.5 units, the time available for
these other subjec:-. Areas is somewhat limited unless the school day is extended
in accordance with another recommendation.



Other reports aIso laid out curriculum priorities. _Most included a common
core of general education not_unlike that of National Commission on Excellence
in Education; They criticized the curriculum tracks (academic/ college prepara
tory, general, and vocational) commonly found in high schools as being inherently
discriminatory,_creating second=class citizens, and contributing to social
inequality. Alder's Paideia Proposal (1982) recommended common objectives and
a common curriculum for all K-12 students involving three different_modes of
teaching and learning to acquire organized knowledge; develop intellectual'
Skills; and enlarge understandings, insights, and aesthetic appreciation.
Sizer's Horace's Compromise (1984) recommended organizing high schools into four
curriculum areas: (1) inquiry and expression, (2) mathematics and science,
(3) literature and the arts, and (4) philosophy and hittory.

In general, the reports urged more stringent requirements in and "strengthen-
ing" of the_traditional_acadeMic AdbjeCt areas, fewer "soft non-essential"
courses, reduction or eliminatidn_Of vocational courses,_elimination of the
general track, and reduction of eleCtiVe and options._ Only the second volume of
the report of the National Science Board Commission on_Precollege Education in
Mathematics,_Science and Technology, Educating Americans-tor the_21st-Centdry:
Source materials (1983) provided detailed_recommendations_concerning content
scope and sequence for K=12 mathematics, science and technology._ Thda, unlike
the poet-Sputnik reformers who_tackled the substance of the curriculuM==the
content, methcidsi materialsi_and organization=-and proposed new Cdrricula in most
diSCipline/Subject areasi the reformers of the 1980s simply urged did the
National Commission on Excellencelin_Education, that VariOde diecipline/subject
based professional groups continue "to revise, updatej_improvet and make_avail-
able new and more diverse curricular materialS" (p. 27). The many important
issues involved in each of these curricular areas are left to other groups to
deal with.

There are a_number of_idsues regarding curriculum_in various_subject
areas.-considerable,diversity regarding nature and purpose, framework and
conceptualizationi_organizing basis, contenti_etc. For example, Brubaker,_Simon
and.Williams (1977) have_identified five conceptualizations of social_studies
curricula, including: (1) social studies as knowledge of the past and_a guide
td_good citizenship, (2)_sociai studies in the student7centered tradition,
(3) social studies as reflective inquiry, (4) social studies Ad Structure of the
diSdiplines, and (5)_social_studies,as socio-political involvement (p. 201).
Each conceptualization implies different objective0,_a different Content scope,
and a different_sequence_of activities; To_reCOmmend Or to require three or _

four_years of socialstudies says nothing about whet thote years shall consist
of nor does it_resolve the_Aany_curridUluMLisSUOS in that subject_area. As
Patrick notes_in_Chapter XIII, tO reCOftMend "A core of common learning" does not
answer such qdestions as_mwhat &ire deintont ShOuld all students be expected to
learn through education_in the social stddies? Why should_they be expected_to
learn it? How should it_be organized and presented to students" (p. 3)._ Even
when there is agreement the_core content should te_anchored in the social
science disciplines, there_is diSagreement regarding which academic_discipiines
as yell as the_selection of content and its sequencing. To,what_extent_shodld
stud-anti:I experience a variety of perspectives_ of social scientists7rhistorians,
geographers, sociologists, political scientists, economists, and others? What
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curriculum organization will provide optimum linkage between the past and
the present? Should content be organized chronologically? conceptUally?
theMatically? by problem area?

1= A California State History-Social Sciences CurriculUM AdViSoty CoMmittee
(1985) has recommended that the curriculum_should prpvidd for "eh Up4ard spiral
of recurring themes and concepts at gradually more Challenging levels...focusing
attention on the vitalityicf_history, the deVeldpiiient Of civic skillei the
importance of broad perspectives, the Significande Of the role of geographyi and
understanding_of our nation's pluralidtio addiety" (ti. HS-7). The suggested
curriculum also aims to help students "leiltn to apply abstract_reasoning and
hypotheses--testing skill8,_be able to distinguish among relative values; make
choices that benefit themselves and others, and have the opportunity to involve
themselves in democratic processes" (pi HSr4)._ The implementation of these
goals raises a_nUdber of issues: What basic beliefs and ideals about_America_
are to be_taught? Which values are_to be discussed? How do schools deal vith
Charges of teaching "secular humanism" and all that is implied by that terM?__
What is meant by critical thinking as applied to the substance of aocial Studies?
How is cultural pluralism to be understood? How_is indoctrination to be aVoided?
To what extent are local norms_and values to be hondred When they are in conflict
with broader society norms? How will schools deal with the_deldbration of the
bicentennial of the Constitution? Should SCh0Ola teadh Students to question
national policies and societal_tradititnit? _Aresteachers able and willing to
explore controversial issues with their 8'th-dente?

_English

In the_the field of English, three language_arts curriculum models seem to_
represent the contemporary thinking of English teachers: (1) the heritage model
in_whiCh "the_point_of learning literature and language is to join one's_culture
and to participate fully_in_the life of this larger source of meaning;" (2) the
2rocess model based on the_notion that "children develop best when allowed td
develop at their own respective:paces; in directions of their caliti Chtibiling,_taward
values they discover_on their ow:1i" and (3) the _competenclet-Mbdel which "aims at
establishing_observable competencies through a curriculum based Oh didrete;
carefully defined tasks which students will master; each at his oVii tate" (Fancheri
1984;_pp. 61-62). Each of these provides differeot ahsVett to questions concern-
ing content; methods; and materials. In_chapter III; Suhor contrasts the models
of English as content (knowing) and Engliah_aa prodess (doing) and discusses a
number_of issues regarding "the -aelettion_of appropriate materials and the
_processing of those materials_via oral and written language." His_own preference
is to view "English as the ordering Of personal and vicarious experiences through
language." A_ wide range of issues are_still being debated regarding the "body_of
informatioo that can illuminate content and process instruction in English;" the
rationales for and approaches to teaching grammar; including questions of which
grammar;_the writing process and writing process instruction; the nature and
eXtent of providing different students_with different_kinds_of literature and
literature of different_quality; optimum ways of "connecting the world of the_
student with the world of ideas." There_seems to be no disagreement that_students
read with different degrees of competence and comprehension; hoW Should thede
differences be dealt with--by_different goals; content, pedagOgiCal Strategies,
or none of these? What do "four years of English" meah in this Contekt?
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Sciences

In the areas of science and mathematics, the addition of studies in environ-
mental education and technology indicates recent trends and extends the problems
and issuesi The significant changes which have taken place in the world during
the past three or four decades, the opportunities and the problems created as a
consequence of these developments, and the new knowledge and the new techologies
for processing such knowledge, have all had an impact on the curriculum and
teaching of Science, mathematics, and related areas. Even before Sputnik
in 1957, there had been a concern for the identification and development
of America's resources of specialized talent in science, mathematics, and
engineering; and Worries about enrollments, achievement, teachers and teaching,
and pursuit of advanced training (Wolfle, 1954). Sputnik inspired frenetic
efforts to catch up and surpass the Russians by upgrading curricula, improving
the quality of teachers and teaching, providing counseling and financial aid to
those who would enter the fields of science and engineering. These effortt have
fallen off La the intervening years although from time to time they have been
revived. The introduction of_the "new mathematics" Ln the 1960s waS followed by
considerable debate, especially as mathematic achievement declined and the need
for remediation increased. Were the mathematicians and educators who created
the new curricula so Wrong? Is the question one of more mathematics or of a
different kind of mathematics? If all students should have 12 years of mathe-
matics as Adl,pr (1982) and others advocate, what should be the nature of that
mathematics?_ How do the introduction and availability of calculators.and
computers affect mathematics instruction?

The "nese curricula in science have also experienced an uneven history.
They have focused on science and technology content and processes differently
from the traditional treatmentsi Ecology, food production, health, space,
expendible resources, and a variety of other persistent societal problems_haVe
become the organizing bases for science programs. Some states haVe introduced
.separate_courses in technology;_ In their chapter, Howe et al. observe that
"most curricula do not reflect the present state of science and mathematics,
the 'information age,' cognitive research on learning and instruction, and the
effective use of technology as it relates to the curriculum." Interdisciplinary
studies even within the areas of science and mathematics are scarce. Reformers
frequently point out that American children do not do particularly well on
cross-national StudieS of science and mathematics achievement. The curriculum
patterns==e.g., studying physics or biology over a period of years rather than
a single year, or the amount of practical or laboratory work--found in many
other countries differ from those common in the United States; If implemented
(which seems highly unlikely in light of the time which has elapsed since the
propodald Were made), would the plan of action proposed_by the National Science
Board Commission (1983) "for improving mathematics, science and technology
education for all American elementary and secondary students so that their
achievement is the best in the world by 1995" (p; i) achieve that goal? Are its
proposals which call for "sweeping and_drastic change: in the breadth of
student participation, in our methods and quality of teaching, in the preparation
and motivation of our children, in the content of courses, and in the standardt
of achievement" (pp; v-vi) simply the rhetoric of reform advocates or should
they be taken slriously by educational planners?
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Language

America, a nation with significant diversity in native languages other than
English, seems to be notoriously poor in the teaching and learning of foreign
languages. Intermittently, there has been a concern about the nation's inade-
quacies in the area of foreign languages. Sputnik gave a push to foreign
language instruction, and foreign language teaching in the elementary school
(FLES) became popular in addition to drives to improve instruction at the
secondary levels. A minimum of three years of study of a foreign language for
college-bound students was one of Conant's (1959) recommendations. Language
laboratories proliferated schools at one point only to go the way of much
technology after a period of time.

While there has been concern about the quality of teaching and learning
and the size of enrollments, there have been two parallel developments that
have had or should have had an impact on language instruction. One of these
developments has been the large number of students entering schools for whom
English is not the native language and who have only limited English fluency,
if any. This has been the impetus for the bilingual education, which has in
recent years become increasingly controversial, even to the point_where there
have been drives to make English the "official language" and to eliminate or
reduce bilingual programs. The second is widespread instruction programs in
the child's native language in settings other than public schools, sponsored
by religious or ethnic groups (e.g., Jewish, Japanese, Chinese, Greek, Korean,
Vietnamese, etc.). Thousands of children and youth are taught languages other
than English in these settings but their language proficiency is seldom
acknowledged by the school systems. When educators discuss the teaching of
foreign languages, teaching of English as a second language (TESOL), or
bilingual education, usually they focus on only those languages and that
instruction which takes place in the school's program.

The major argument usually advanced for foreign language teaching is the
one Clark refers to in his chapter:

Proficiency in foreign languages is crucial to the United States'
political as weIl as economic ties with the rest of the world...it
is now a vital practical endeavor for every American student whose
goal is the effective use of foreign language in real-life situations.

A number of issues have been posed for educational planners. Which students
have or should have as a goal "the effective use of foreign languages in real-
life situations?" What kinds of real-life situations? Those who will be
engaged in international economic ventures or those who will be involved in
business or other activities in settings locally where languages other than
English is spoken? Which languages? Is second language proficiency in general
the goal or is the goal only language proficiency in a second language with
practical use? A few years ago, Russian was the "prestige" language to be
learned; since then, Chinese and Japanese have risen in prestige and importance.
In real-life situations, Spanish is probably the dominant Language; should it,
therefore, be the second language taught?
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Bilingual education_and teaching Englidh 86 a second language have_become
significant_components of_compensatory eft-cation programs, especially as large
numbers of youngsters; children_of legal and illegal immigrants, enter school
with_Iimited or no_English proficiency. While several_reform reports stressed
the_importance of_learning English, the Twentieth Century Fund report (1983) was
perhaps the most_direct in advocating that federal government declare the
deVelopment of literacy in English language as the most important objective_Of
edUCatiOn,_and recommending the bilingual education funds be used instead "to
teaCh nOn=-English-speaking children how to speak, read, and write English"
(p. 12). The significance_of being literate in English in_order tO SUCCeed_in
America is not seriously questioned_by,any of the proponentS or OppOnentd of
bilingual education. For somei however, it_is paradoxical_that there Shohld be
concern about second/foreign language learning Oft the One hand, but unWillingness
to_recognize the validity of sutdents, native language prtifidiency. For others,
the ignoring of research regarding the Significante_Of the Mother tongue in
language acquisition is troublesome. ThUSI it id Of interest to find that
language educators_and_linguistiCianS are beddiding increasingly involved in
content-based English language instrUctioni the teaching of English through the
language_of_subject matter content, particularly science, mathematics, and
social studies.

In every other subject area-e.g.i the arts, health_and physical education,
hOMet_ecOndMics/family life education-there /lie basic curriculum issues. The
"badk td the basics!_movement and the mandating of a common core curriculuM
and increased requirements have raised serious questions abOUt the Signifidande
of "non-core_studies and have often placed_Iimitations on their aVailability
even as optional studies. There are, as noted_above, Significant iddUed Which
have to do with uniformity and diversity regarding SubjectS to be Studied and
the content and processes within those SUbjeCt areast.

Vocational_Amd_Career Education

CertainIy_since the passage Of the Smith-Hughes Act_of 1917, vocational
education has become_an integral and firmly established part of secondary
education; Nevertheless, it seems to have_been continuously enmeshed in
COntrOversy regarding its validity and effectiveness. The Vocational Education
ACt Of_1963 represented a major federal effort to expand and improve vocational
edUCatitin. In the early 1970s,_the federal government sponsored a major
prOjedt in the area of career education which supposedly encompassed_vocatiOnal
education but was intended to include_much more. The need for aft effeCtiVe
education-work policy was one of the significant themes of the_refOrM repOrtt
of the 1970s. But, vocational education did not fare very_well in the reforM
reports of the 1980s. For many, vocational edUCatitin_retheined_an unfulfilled
promise. For others, it was not just a failed dream bUt a pooitive act of
discrimination for many Students who participated in such programs.

As_Boyer (1983) pointed out, a nuMber of factors cast doubt on the value
of vocational education including a tenuous link to job opportunities ("job ,

prospects for graduates Of vocational programs are_not much better, overall,
than they are fOr students in nonspecialized curriculum," p. 12), the programs
lack up=to=date And adequate resources, educators are unable to keep up with
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shifting labor practices, and, perhaps most important, vocational students are
short=changed academically. Boyer's proposal, unlike some_of the other reformers
of the 19806, wad not to abolish vocational courses and programs but rather to
eliminate "discriminatory labels and a tracking pattern that assume some students
need no further education and that cut off their options. We would also eliminate
the narrow 'marketable' skills courses that have little intellectual substance,
courses that give students 'hands-on' experience while denying them a decent
education" (p. 127)

Tracking and ability grouping have been the_focus of cOnSiderable dOntro
versy for the last 70 years or_so. _Several_of the retent reformers (e.g.,
Adler, 1982; Boyer, 1983;_and Goodladi 1983) have_COndethed tradking--the
practice of placing students into academic, vocational, -Or general programs--
as providing a second-class education for those not in the academic track,
depriving them of equal access to_knowledge. Their recommendation is to_
abolish the three-track_system_and.provide instead for, as Goodlad put it, "a
common core of studies frum Which students cannot escape through electives"
(p. 297).

It Wad against this background that The National Commission on Secondary
Vocational Education was formed in January 1984 to undertake a study on the
addumption that "recent national study reports have not adequately &salt
liTith the role of secondary_vocational education" (p; vii); Its report, The
Unfinished A enda: The Role-of Vocational-Educationin-the-Hi h School (1985),
was seen as filling "the gap left by other educational commissions in the
interest of achie-ving a more balanced perspective on secondary school reform"
(p. vii). Vocational education, the report asserted "is both a body of knowledge
and an educational process, but the educational process has not received the
degree of attention it deserves. Vocational education's potential to respond
to diverse learning styles has been underutilized" (p. 4). The Commission
identified and examined "existing problem areas" and made a number of recom=
mendaions, some of Which dealt with access to vocational education, equity of
educational opportunity, improvements in the content of vocational courses and
development of an integrated curriculum, upgraded teacher rec.r.uitment and
preparation, and more relevant standards and accountability.

Whether The Unfinished Agenda is indeed "a new vision for the critical
role of vocational education in the secondary schools" which "should produce
changes and improvements toward the end that the diverse needa of American
youth for improved learning and career development opportunities are fulfilled"
(p. vi) is debatable but it_is an effort to deal with many significant iSsues
concerning the role and_function_of vocational education. Vocational educators
argue for the importance of vocational courses and career education for a
sizable portion of the high school population. IS there a career-related
curriculum which should be part of the common core of studies for all students?
How important is vocational education in keeping youngsters from dropping cut
of school? Are vocational programs without "intellectual substance" as some
of its critics claim? Do courses which give students hands-on experience
deprive them of a "decent education" or are such courses the means for providing
a relevant education? Is it possible for schools to deal adequately with the
changing workplace and the development of new technologies? When he introduced
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the concept of career education in 1971, the_then=U.S._COMMiditiOner of Education,
Sidney Marlandi_Jr.i asserted that all education Should be career education and
that_career education should be an integral part Of all general education.
Fifteen years of career education cdrricUltm_deVelopment has followed. How
should careet education be conceived in the light of the criticisms and recom-
mendations of the reformers?

Adult_Litexacy

_ As Miller and 1mel pooint Out in Chapter I, "Adu2t illiteracy is a complex,
costly social problem. Eadh year, an estimated 2.3 million persons join the
existing pool_of thead 27 Million adulta_who_are functionally illiterate." How
is_this possible in One of the world!s most developed nations?_ However functional
illiteracy ie_defined Or conceived, it represents a significant problem fOr
illiterate indiViduals and society at large. What can schools do to upgrade
dtUdent literacy and thus prevent adult illiteracy? Are the VOluntedr_programs
which are intermittently organized an effective means for_cotbatting adult
illiteracy? What can reeearch contribute to an understanding Of adUlt learners
which can be used to prevent or alleviate illiteracy?

Teachers and Teaching

In its findings regarding teachere and teaching, the National Commission on
Excellence in Education (1983) reported "that not enough of the academically
able students are being attracted to teaching; that teacher preparation programs
need substantial improvement; that the professional working life of teachers is
on the whole unacceptable And that a serious shortage exists in key fields"
(p.22). In retrotpect, these were some of the kinder observations abcut the
quality of teachers and teaching made by the reformers of the 1980s. The
Commission included seven recommendations aimed at improving the preparation
of teachers and making "teaching a more rewarding and respected profession"
(p. 30). These recommendations, which deal with selection and preparation of
teachers, inducements for recruiting more able students into teaching, inservice
continuing education for teachers, appropriate compendation, career ladders,
master teachers, and employment of qualified indiVidualt Without pedagogical
experience, have the the focus of many state legialative activities.

Two important reports have been ideUed tedently, both of which have been
widely discussed and debated: a report.by a group of deans of schools of
education called the_HOlmes Proup (1985) titled Tommorow's Teachersi and another
by,a_Task,Fo-:ce of the catfteigie Ferdm on Education and the Economy (198E) _titled
A Nation Prepared:TeacherS for the 21st Century. The Holmes Group set five
major goals_ for_itt MeMbers: (1) lb strengthen the liberal_arts_foundation
and_"Make the education of teachers_intellectualiy sound"; (2) "To recognize
differencet in knOWledge, skilli_and commitment among_teachers" through_changing
the strUcture of the teaching profession; (3) "To create honest Standards_of
entry into the profesaion of teaching"; (4) "To connect schoolt Of OdUdation
With schools"; and (5) "To_make schools better places in vhith teadhert can work
and learn" (Murray, 1986, pp. 30-31)._ Probably itt tWO_Mott_dentroversial
recommendations_are (1) the removal Of profetsiOnal ttUdiet from the under-
graduate curriculum and placing them_entirely at the graduate level, and
(2) eliminating the undergraduate majOr in education.
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As those familiar with the history of_teacher education_know, these_are
hardly new proposals and their most_significant themes are ones which have_
recurred certainly since_the Carnegie_Roport in 1920._ For example, the issue
of the.baIance_between_the general/liberal arts_education and_the_professional
education studieS in the_preparation of teachers-r.what Borrowman (1977)_called
the "liberal" and_"teChnical"--has regularly surfaced for_decades; What is
new_is ths_paCkaging_of the proposals and the strategies for getting theM
implemented, capitalizing on the current reform_reports, depiction_ of the pOOr
quality_Of teaChers and teacher education as a central_cause for the Ctirrent
Crises_in education. Since_1983i_governors, state legislatures,_and State
educztion departments have been busily_engaged_in reforming tea-cher 6dt:dation
programs (both preservice and inservice), teacher_certifidation, career ladders,
merit pay, teacher salaries, and other elements Of teaohing.

In Chapter XIV; Ashburn raises three crucial questions about teacher
preparation. What_characterizes competent_teachers? What is_the_curriculum for
developingicompetent_beginning teachert? How is competence of teachers_measured?
These are perennial issues concerning_teacher preparation_although there has
been an increase in the intensity with which they have been studied in recent_
years._ The_HolMeS GrOup and Carnegie Forum reports make recommendations which
are intended td deal at least in part with these issues.

The Carnegie Forum report focuses on the workplace in relation to teacher
education for, as Ashburn puts it, "few individuals with the capacity for
competence will want to work in a setting which does not appreciate, support,

, or allow competence." In Chapter IV, Ellis et al. examine two related issues:
(1) teacher selection and the_problems of attracting achievers and leaders
into the profession, and (2) enhancing school effectiveness through collegial
observation and feedback. They argue the "theme common to both issues is that
the key to attracting and retaining capable people to teaching lies in trans-
formation of teachers' work environment--replacing the bureaucratic model of
schooling with the professional model" (p. 1).

_There are many "players"--state agencies;_colleges and universities; boards
of education,_unions and_prOfessional organizations, commUnity organizations,
etc.-7.1nvolVed in_imprOving school effectiveness by improving the_recruitment,
selection, 6dt-dation, induction, retention, and continuing education_of staffs.
Progress tOWard resolving the many issues concerned with upgrading_the_qUality
of teachert and Of teaching will depend on the strategies used to involve theSe
groups in recognizing and making decisions concerning the issues;

Special Education

Disadvantaged Students. One of the most significant piticek of legislation
affecting special education was passage in 1975 of P.L. 94=142, The Education of
All Handicapped Children Act, requiring that all handicapped children between
ages 3-18 be provided with an appropriate education in a least restrictive
environment. The requirements that whenever possible special education students
be "mainstreamed" (i.e., placed within regular classrooms for as much of their
education as possible) and that each special education student be provided with
a cooperatively developed individualized education plan (IEP) have raised a
number of issues regarding their implementation.
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_A Signifidant issue involves the designaticn of children for categorical_
spooial eddeation 2rograms. Disadvantaged children_tend to be overrepteeented
in SUCh programs. _Poor children, children from racial and ethnic Minorities,
and children with limited or no English are more likely_to tattoo learning problems
and, as a consequence, be referred to various speCial odd-cation programs rather
than provided for in the regular classroom.

The issue also involves_the relationehip botWeen special education and
regular education, whether they are separate and distinct parts of a dual
service delivery system_Or Cdtpenehtt df a single education system. There
are those who worry that regular eft-cation teachers lack_the_training and_
professional ineights to provide adequately for special education students
vithin_their olassroote. Others argue that individualization of instruction iS
essential in All educational settings, and_that much of teaching of special
education students should take place in the less restrictive environment of the
regular classroom with only special needs of such students provided in Separate
settings.

Other issues in the area of special education deal with tha nature of
appropriate educational and developtental_experienCeS fer at=riek Children under
age_three and with the transition of special edUcatien Stddentst fret secondary
school to work. The at-risk infants pose spacial probleta regarding appropriate-
interventions and coordination with other agendide. The iiisues concerned with
the transition of special education otudents from School to work are particularly
complex since they involve etployers, changeS in labor force needs, competition
for scarce jobs, etc;

The reform reporte have had relatively little to say about special education.
The_stress on excellence in education, with less_than adequate attention to_
equity issues, results in special education students "not [being] considered
worthy or_needy of educational attention." Possibly this position_is due to the
referterie±perdeption that special education is "a separate, parallel enterprige
that is_only distantly_related to general education" (Lilly, 1987,_p. 325).
Shepherd (1987) suggests_that the reformers "ignored special educatiOn because
Attention to the_educational needs of a low-achieving group runs- coUnter to the
new emphasis on excellence and higher standards.... Higher Standarde fok all
students will exaggerate the tendency to refer diffiCUlt Children to special
education" (pi 320).

Gifted Students

With the emphasis Of the refotters oh "ekcellence in education," one would
have_expected that the gifted would receive special attention but, in fact,
explicit attentien tr this population is minimal. There seems to be consensus
that the gifted are akeeptional,_but beyond this, there is_less agreement than
might be expected. Although gifted_education is often associated with special
education, the gifted do not share in_the same kind of financial or policy
support as the handicapped. There are a variety of issues involved in_all
akpeots of gifted education--conception and definition of giftedneSS, identifi
dation procedures, provision of appropriate differentiated ourricUlUt,_filling
of counselling needs, selection and education of teaCherS of the gifted,
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provision of adequate learning environments, etc. There are continuing debates
about the issues of appropriateness of acceleration versus enrichment, special
classes and programs vis-a-vis instructional modifications within the regular
classroom, whether such provisions contribute to elitism, how to deal with
underachievement, what constitutes a balance between the cognitive and affective
development of the gifted, etc. While gifted and talented students are often
perceived as "precious natural resources," efforts to provide them with tpecial
programa, opportunities, and resources for them have waxed and waned in cycles
over the years.

Urban and Minority Education

Almost every issue of concern to American education is present in intense
form in the vortex of urban education. Urban education does not consist only
of disadvantac,ed students, but it is the education of those students which
causes the greatest concern; While Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 (replaced by Chapter I of the Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act in 1981) was not limited to urban schools, it was in those
schools that the largeet concentrations of poor and minority students were
found; It is in those schools where the "effective schooling" studies were
done: inquiries into the functioning of schools in which achievement exczeded
the predicted levels.

There are a host of issues concerned with various aspects of What has
become known as "compensatory education."_ What should be the batit of selection
of etudents for programs and service7-poverty or poor academic achievement or
both? What should be_the focus of instructional_serVices? What Are the conse-
quences of pull-out programs on the overall development and achievement of
disadvantaged students? Should programs and services be concentrated on schools
with high poverty_levels or poor_achievement? Are there optimal curricular or
instructional strategies available to guide planners? Can we teach thinking and
conceptual akills to disadvantaged youngsters as generic skills? Does research
provide clear guidance regarding instructional strategies to be used with
low-achieving students? To What extent should cultural, ethnic, and socio-
economic diversity be taken into account in designing instruction and curriculum?
Are there special counteling needs for disadvantaged students? How sUould
Chapter I programs be integrated with the remainder of the school's programs?
Some 15 years ago, PaStoW (1971) wrote: "What the crisis in nrban education has
done is to stimulate a total rethinking of the educative process--the goals, the
means, the resourcet, the strategies, the relationships. The 'tinkering approach'
having proved lets than adequate, the 'do something, try harder' stance having
failed, toe may now be ready for more comprehensive reforms based on Sound
research, theory,_ and experience." (p. 40). In the intervening years, "more
comprehensive reforms" have not yet materialized so that the issuet concerning
urban educetion continue.

From the range of available issues, Flaxman and Rlehl, in Chapter XVI,
identify three which are significant_concerns for urban educators: (1) preventing
school dropouts, (2) improving secondary education for Hispanic students, and
(5) attracting and retaining high quality teachers for urban schools. They
indicate how these issues are not limited to urban schools.but are more intense
and critical in those settings.
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The school dropout problem is, of course, not a new concern but one which
had_taken on new significance in terms of its consequences. Recent iesearch has
shifted from study of the characteristics and behaviors of dropouts to study of
the school context and how it interacts with Student variables to affect dropping
out. Vocational and general tracks have apparently not contfibuted to keeping
students in schools to the extent that it was thought they did. If low academic
achievement and behavior problems in-Ochool are the most significant predictors
of dropping out,_what school actions uill raise achievement and reduce behavior
problems? Can potential dropouts_ba identified and early Interventions provided
them? To what extent are school dropouts actually school pushouts? What
programs will heap 'tudente return to school and become involved in programa and
opportunities sufficiently.different from those which heaped drive the Student
out of school in the first place? What effect will the drive for educational
excellence, increasing graduation requirements,_and raising standarde have on
the dropout rate? Will it, as some reformers argue, raise school achievement
and curtail dropping out?

The academic achievement, high school graduation, and college entrance
rates of Hispanic students are among the_Iowest, and the dropout rate is among
the highest of any group. Enrolled mainly in vocational and general programs,
only a fraction of_those Hispanic students who do graduate are apparently
academically prepared for higher education. Many Hispanic students have only
limited English proficiency. Urban Schools seem unable to meet the needs of
Hispanic students and they perceive the curriculum as irrelevant. The special
counseling needs of Hispanic studenta are often not met; they often receive
neither Academic nor career guidance. Although many Hispanic youth work during
high school in order to help their families, this work experience is neither
recognized nor Integrated into the students' programs. Their vocational
education experiencee appear to be of dubious value. Thus, a_large majority of
Hispanic student are at=riek for dropping out. _How can schools be reorganized
to serve Hispanic Btudents better? What kinds of curricUlum modificatiuns are
needed? Will mixed ability groupings in small, diverse academic and support
units improve the academic achievement and seIf-esteem of Hiepanic students?
Will educational alternative programs help alleviate or exacerbate the problems
of Hispanic students? Of what value is bilingual education to high school
Hispanic students?

Attracting_and retaining a high quality Urban teaching_force is part of
the large problem of Improving the quality_Of teaching. Flaxman and Riehl in
Chapter XVI__suggest that the quality Of Urban teeching_couId be improved by
better preservice programs, better recruitment practices, and better work_
conditions so thaticompetent teedhers will have a_better chance to succeed
with urban students. Will the prOpeealo_for reforming teacher education=w-StCh
as,those of_the_HOlmeseGredp or the Carnegie Forum-heIp_the urban teadhing
force, or will_they Diakee it even_more difficult to recruit and retain_a quality
teachingforce?_Theissuesofattractingand educating Mi-nerity teechers have
not been dealt with adequately_in most of the_reform proposalt._ _Nor have the
special skilld and competencies needed for_success with urban children and youth
been_clearly defined. What kinds of support services are required to reduce
teacher stress, prevent teacher burnout and giVe them a chance of success with
the at-rill& student in the urban setting?
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In some areasi_large numbers of American Indians ard antelled in Urban
schools and are part of the culturally diverse pupil pOpUlations. American
Indians and Alaska_Natives have the higheut dropout_ rate_Of any ethnic group_and
the achievement gap_between their performance and that of White students_widens
as_the students progress_through school. The aeparatton rate of American Indian
families is higher than the rest Of the_population as- Indian child welfare has
become a matter_of serious concern. A long hiatory of discrimination suffered
by American Indians seems te.have contributed to their children being among
those students most seriously at-risk.

The educational condition of Mexican American children, part of America's
fast=groVing Hispanic minority, is not much different from that of the American
Indiana With respect to low academic performance, low number of school yeara
completed, high dropout rate, and high rates of illiteracy; They tend to be
enrolled in over-crowded, poorly equipped schools which may or may not he in
urban areas. Because of housing patterns, the_schools haVe minority enrollments
of more than 50 percent; Many of the Mexican Americans have limited English
proficiency. In high_schooIs, they are generally found in general or vocational
programs, seldom in academic tracks. Mexican=American enrollments in higher
education are among the lowest among minoritiet.

A third disadvantaged group, Which often overlaps with minority status
as well, are the children of migrant worker families. With a high rate of
transiency, migrant children have serious schooling and related problems.
While they have many problems in common with urban student populations, each
of these disadVantaged groups has cultural or ethnic characteristics which
contribute to special needs. Many of the issues7-how to raise school performance,
reduce illiteracy, cut the dropout rate, increase college going, and generally
enable thete groups to enter the socioeconomic mainstream--are similar to thoae
of urban populations.

Education and Information Technology

From time to time, a new medium is introduced which, its advocates believe,
will surely revolutionize education. Presently, it is microcomputers but, as
Ely notes in Chapter VIII, "Some of the same patterns were evident when educa-
tional radio, silent and sound motion pictures, slides and filmstrips, overhead
projectors, language Laboratories, and programmed instruction were introduced
to the educational establiahment" (p. 2).

The NatiOnal Science Board's Commission (1983) observed that the United_
Statea, Which had_"dramatically and_boldiy led the world into the age of techno
logy," vas now failing to educate its children_for the coming decades" (p, kii).
In its report, Educating Americans for thetst_Century, the Commiseien linka
Mathematics, science, and technology_as basic subjects te be Studied by all
students:_ "Students mustibe_prepared to undetstand teohnOlOgical innovation,
the productivity_of,technology, the impaCt Of prodUcts on technology, and_the
need for critical evaluation of societal matters involving the consequences
of technology" (p._44). The_Commission also noted that: "Computers are revolu-
tionizing many areas of_our_lives; they_may well dO the Sable for education"
(p. xii). In its discussion of new technology currently Available to educators,
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the Commission included computers; educational teleVision, computer-based
telecommunications; videodisc systems, and rObotics.

Thus there are two_aspecta Of technOlogy of interest to educatorstechnoIogy
as a subject to be studied (e.g one-half_year of computer science ie one of
the NationaI_Commission On EXCellence in Education's Five New Basics) and
technology as an instructional resource. Boyer (1983) talks about (1) learning
about computers; (2) learning With computers, and (3) learning from compute::s.

Whether the fecus is on technology as snbject matter content or technblogy
as an instrUetional resource, there are a numrst of issues which MUat be_
confronted. If, as the National Commission on_Exceilence in EdUtatiOn (1S83)
reCommend6, students should "understand the worId_of compUter6,_electtonics,
and_related technologies" (pi 26),_of what does that_ werld dentiat? Should the
stddy of technology be required for_aII? Should_techhOlOgy be taught as a__
adpatate course or_set of courses, or should_it be part_of other academic or
VoCational subjects? With respect_to technology_as an instructional_resource,
what are appropriate uses?_1WiII high quality software 'be evailable for all
intended uses? What new skilis_are_required for teachers to use educational
technology appropriately and effectively?_ How can equity_he assured in the
access to.new technoiogy_0:50 that the gap between the advantaged and disadvan-
taged does not widen? _Will technology be used to customize and individualize
instruction or simply tO faCUitate instructional management without differen=
tiation? Some ptedictions foresee greater linkages between technology_at heMe
and that in the clastatoemsparticulariy videocassettes, cabIt teleViSiOn, and
computers. _Will these occut and how will they they affect teschinq and learning?
As Ely CaUtions in Chapter VIII, technology relates to all fields And diadiplines:
"When technology becomes an issue in itselfj_ we should reCycle Out Conderns back
te the beginning by asking, 'What is it we want to do? Whe are the learners?
HOW will we know when we are successful?'"

Testingt_ Measurement an&Evaluation

_ Coupled with_the proposal of most reform groups to raise standards is a
recommendation for more and more frequent testing in order to establish greater_
accountability for students and teachers. In addition, coupled with the proposals
to get better teachers is the recommendation for mcre testing of teachers at all
stages of their preparation and certification.

State_after state has responded_with mandates for minimum competendy tedting
at more and Mere -grades. A variety of issues'are_raised by this trend. Ate
tedting programs driving_the curriculum? Do the teste_haVe Content,_curricular,
and inStructional validity? Do the tests measure knovledge adqUieitien without
eadedaing higher order thinking_skiIls? Do the teetS really dotitribute to
raising standards? To what, extent; if any,_do the_MinimUm competencies become
perceived as the maximum competencies? _De_the MiniMUM competency tests
discriminate against specific racial, ethnic, or socieeconomic groups? Do
testing programs contribute to the dropout rate?

Testing is used for a_variety Of Selection purposese.g., to select
students for vatiOUS 4rOuping and tracks, for remedial and enrichment programs,
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or for counseling. A number of districts, however, have barred the use of group
intelligence tests since they are considered discriminatory against racial or
ethnic minorities. Other districts prohibit the use of tests of personality,
values, critical thinking, and other affective areas. Are such testa diScrimina-
tory or is it tha purposes and ways they are used which warrant quedtioning their
value and/or validity? Do we know enough about the assessment of individual
differences to provide differentiated programs and select youngttert for them?

_In the wake of the_reform reports, more_and_more Stated are testing teachers
fer initial certification and a few are testing teachers already in service.
The Most widely used test is the National TeaChers Ekamination (NTE), although
several states are deveioping_their_own_testa. TWO &teas of knowledge are
usually tested-general and professional. What general knowledge and what
professional knowledge_shouId be_included? A_basic issue is whether the tests,
either the NIE or state7developed, are_related to success in the_classroom; is
there any relationship_to a_score on the NTE and the individual's teaching
competence? Does the test indidate at least minimal teaching competence?
Shouid_a paper..and7pencil test replace evaluations based on observed performance
in determining whethor tO Continue the appointment of teachers already in
service?

_Cluidenceezid Counseling

According to Walz in Chapter II, there has been a recent resurgence of
interest in and demand for counseling services, much of it in the areas of
mental health, family counseling, and adult counseling. Most of the counseling
and guidance services still take place in school and colleges, and deal with
personal, educationaI/academic, and vocational/career counseling; Over the
years, there has been continuing controversy concerning the value and effective-
ness of such counseling, Whether populations are better served by individual or
group counseling, whether those individuals and groups most in need of such
services are receiving them, and whether counselors have the skills and compe-
tence to meet their clients, needs.

A very sizeable group--possibiy as many as 2.5 million youtht, according to
Weis in Chapter II--can be considered "at risk of being alienated from school,
SoCiety, and work." The bases for_considering youth at=ridk are many and
include suicide, pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse, chronic truancy, juvenile
delinquency, and unemployment. When academic underachievement and school
discipline problems are added, the at-risk population becomes staggering. To
whom will youngsters tarn for assistance and support--counselors, peers, teachers,
families, other agencies? Do counselors really play a significant role in
assisting at-risk students? Counselors have been accused of discriminating,
consciously or unconsciously, against minority youth; is there a basis for these
charges? The traditional approach to vocational/career guidance has shifted
with the growth of theory regarding career development; are counselors able and
do they have the resources to provide effective career guidance to all studenta?
Should various populations such as minorities, women, handicapped, or older
adults, rectiVe priority delivery of guidance services, especially'carear
guidance? How effective are the new approaches to career guidance--salf-managed,
networking, group counseling, computers, systems designs?
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Higher Education

The reform reports of the 19806, aimed primarily at the high school, began
to_move on to higher_education, raising a whole series of questions about the
roles_and programs Of colleges and universities which are as comprehensive,
varied and includive as those for elementary and secondary education; Included
among these issues are questions_about the philosophy and purpose of higher
education in America today; the curriculum (how much should be liberal arts/
general education-based and how much career oriented/professional studied=based);
appropriate_standards; who should be admitted (e.g., should greater efforts
be made to attract and retain minority and "non=traditional"_Students); the
distribution of scarce resources; the development of non=traditional programs;
staffing patterns (full- and part-time; traditional and non=traditional);
faculty assessment (reappointment, promotion, and tenure); balance between
teaching, research, and service; relationdhipd With corporations, government,
and industry); provision for at=risk Students; etc.

Many of these Mike ittnes apply to the two-year community colleges as well.
The purposes and fUnotions of community college have varied._ They have included
providing occupational preparation for_careers requiring less than a bacca-_
laureate education; the first two years of a baccalaureate program; remedial
Studies; continuing education; adult educationi_and community cultural serviceS.
The shift which took place some 20 or so years ago from "junior college" to
"community college" represented a fundamental change in goals and purposes.
Institutions were no_longer simply two-year versions of four=year institutions;
catering to academically weaker students or_Onts_vho Widhed to start higher
education nearer to home. Instead; community_colleges had a clear purpose of
their own for a constituency which was quite dittindt.

Community colleges haVe_traditiOnally been "open door" insitutions and;
in some stated, aZei perodiVed as extensions_of_the common school without the
compulsory attendande_ requirement. This open access policy raises fundamental
questions regarding the limitsi_if any; which should be set in admitting_
students. Should higher_admission standards be set even if they appear to
discriminate against_some_groups? Should functionally illiterate students_be
accepted in all_or only some programs? Should remedial classes be provided
and, if_soi should they be compulsory? What bases should be Used to assess
the_success of the community_college? Should community colleges Maintian the
comprehensive curricula presently available,_or_should they Set priorities
among these various curricular as_resources deCline? What ate appropriate
bases for making decisions regarding priOritieS? How can the programs of_ _
community colleges and secondary SChtitilS_be articulated so that both institutions
wouId_improve?_ Should_the COmmUnity d011ege offer programs that serve a social
cohesion function, leading Students; as Cohen puts it in Chapter IX, "to a sense
of their nation's heritage, Shared Understandings; community values; a common
language."

Ntu=athool Education Agencies

Education and socialization take place in a variety of settings other than
schools--families; religious institutions; libraries; museums; youth groups; the
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media, etc._ As_the National Science Boardis CommissiOn (1983) ObeerVed: "Much
that affects the quality_of formal educatiOn occur* OUttide the classroom and
beyond the control of the school" (p. 59); While there is increasing_activity
involving the creation of partnerehipa betWeen bUitineecrindustry and the_schools,
these seemito deal primariIy_vith_SOChring finahdial and personnel support;
There is relatively little attentiOn being given specifically to the schools
and education in non=sch0Ol dettingS. (FOt an exceptioni_see Fantini & Sinclair,
1985.) How can schools relate tei and Capitalize on the formal andjnformal
learning opportunitide whidh exist outside the_classroom structure? The_
reformers of the 19708 put a heavy stress on_community-based experiential
learning which moved learning out of the classroom into the_community, a_
step toward articulating learning opportunities with those of the non-sch0Ol
educative agencies.

Some Concluding Observations and RefleCtiOnd

These personal observations and reflections on trenda and issues in educe-
tion_are made some three years after the current Wave of school reform was
initiated. Educators, politicians, governmental agencies, community groups,
corporations,_and other groups are all involved in school reform and many of
them are "taking credit" for haVing moVed echools and colleges toward higher
levels of excellence, usually defined in terms of higher test scores. Some
comments on this perception eeem in order.

1. Crises in education and calls for reform in American education seem
to be perennial. Historical traditions must be brought to bear to understand
better the current trends and issues. The problem with the ahistorical approach
taken by many erstwhile reformers is that they may not correctly perceiVe the
situation nor ask the right_questions; In all of the reform reportd of_the
1980s there are scarcely any references to the reform reports_of the 1970s which
undertook similar analyses of the "ills of American education" but came to very
different conclusions and recommendations' scarely ten yeare apart.

2. As suggested at the outset, calla for reform may not match the condi-
tions of schooling which need change at the moment. Although he made his own
recommendations for improving_American education, Goodlad (1983) described the
current proposals for curriculum reform as follows:

The_nobvidius"_and "lOgiCal" solutions to_the schools' curricular
inadequacies being bandied about today are those that were most
frequently bandied about yesterday and the day before that; Essen-
0.ally, they involve a_"get_tough" approach combined with a dose of
elitism. Course requirements in basic subjects are to be extended'
textbooks are to become "harder," with less watering down tO the
lowest common denominators of student abiIitieS. (13 29)

_Noting that reformers_are "quick to assUme that dedlining high school test
scores can be attributed to shortcomings in the educational system," Peterson
(1983) suggests that other_factors may be at work "Such as increased use of
drugs and alcohol, a rise ih the petdahtage Of students who live in single
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parent households, and declining employment opportunitiesand no_one has been
able to establish that changes in the classroom, independent_Of changes in the
larger societyi_are to blame for drops in test results" (p. 4). NOt, it might
be added, has_it been convincingly established that the_drOp in test results is
the critical cause in America's declining indUStrial and.COMMerdial fortunes.

3. _Fcr the past two_decades_or_so, the Change prodeed has been systema-
tically studied. It is_cIear_that there are litite on the changes which_
legislative mandates, commission_recommendationS, and other external_agencies
and groups can effect; _Ultimately, -changes in curriculumHand_instruction depend
on changes in peopIe.A majOr_itSte_WhiCh tends to be ignored by reformers
other than by exhortation and_direttiVe is the question of how to bring about
real changes_in curriculum and teaching' changes which will enable us to_achieve
the twin goals of equity and excellence more meaningfully than would be mani-
fested by higher test scores.

4.i_Although there is considerable rhetoric_regarding the need for_educating
our children and youth for the future (e.g., Educating_Americans-for=the-21dt
Century), we seem not to be clear about what kind of future. In additiOn to the
questions we have been asking, perhaps there are some others; For eXample,
toward what goals and_ends should our education be directed if Vie are to prepare
our children for the future? Toward what knowledge, Okille, Underetandings,
values, insights, seIf-concepts? Win our_nation_be at lode riek if we increase
the_number of courses_in,science, mathematiCe, and tedhndlOgy our students_take.
or must the curriculum provide a qualitatively diffatent kind of mathematics and
science, one which has moral and aegthetid dti Well knowledge dimensions? How do
we educate creative,.produCtiVe indiVidnalig who are also concerned with ethics,
morality, and social responsibility?

_Although we find it difficult to comprehend the real meaning of the_"knowledge
eXplosion." we_are_constantly informed_that such an explosion is occurring; _How
do we deal_ with this knowledge explosion in the curriculum, other than by telling
etudents that it is happening? What criteria do we use to select content_and
processes for inclusion in the curriculum from this_expOnentially inCreasing
knowledge base? .ShouId we teach youngsters about the natUre_Of knbWledge?
About theories of knowledge? About how knowledge is produced?

In a world beset with problemsthe possibility Of nuclear annihilation,
terrorism, widespread hunger_and disease, enVironMental pollution, totalitarian-
ism,,disinformation, and daily and continuing driSes Of every kindr-what kinds
of curricular experiences_will AUtUre dontoidUsnessi concern, personal respon-
sibility, and commitment in out Studentd so that they will not blindly ignore
these threatS to the survival of hUMAnkind and will use their talents toward the
resolution Of these problems?

How do we teach individuals the_skilIs of cooperative behavior? What kind
of_education will help students to become issue.,oriented, willing and_able to
understand the vital issues which individuals and societies face_and to attempt
to come to grips_with them? What kind of_ an education will notridh the learning-
how-to-learn skills, the higher order thinking skills, the creatiVity,_ the
motivation needed by our youngsters to function in today's eddiety and into the
next century?
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These personal_observations and reflectionsion the trends_and issueS in
American education suggest that it_is not_that we have been aSking_the_Witing
questions and confronting the wrong issues_but rather that_ve_might think Of
asking_some additional onesG America needs intelligent;_akilled,_catingi
compassionate, creative individuals not only tO COMpete_indUatrially with Japan,
West Germany, or other nations, and_to_compete Militarily with the U.S.S.R., but
because our nation believes a society ia not healthy unless each individual_

_

fulfills his/her own potential; Our edUCatort need to ask whether our schdols
are really producing persons who can dO SO and what must be done to ensure this
in the years ahead.
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